When Arby's wanted to capitalize on the benefits of LED lighting, they turned to FSG to help them get started.

**CHALLENGE**

Arby's is a national quick service dining establishment. With a vast portfolio of stores of varying design and age, Arby's needed a lighting partner that could help find and deliver the right products and solutions. The biggest challenge was building and specifying a standard for new construction and remodels moving forward while also delivering a standard that could work for existing stores that weren't eligible for a remodel.

**SOLUTION**

FSG was able to develop and deliver an LED standard that could be deployed across the varying styles of stores. This helped Arby's bring their legacy stores up to date in look and feel while also delivering the energy savings and benefits that come with an LED lighting upgrade.

**RESULT**

FSG delivered 150 lighting upgrades to Arby's over a three year period. In the end, Arby's saw dramatic improvements in not only their energy bills, but also in the safety, security, and overall appearance of their restaurants.